Title of Lesson: Q-tip Skeletons
Theme: Life Science
Unit Number: 6  Unit Title: Plants and Animals
Performance Standard(s) Covered (enter codes):
   SKL2
   SKCS4
   SKCS1

Enduring Standards (objectives of activity):
   Habits of Mind
   □ Asks questions
   □ Uses numbers to quantify
   □ Works in a group
   □ Uses tools to measure and view
   □ Looks at how parts of things are needed
   □ Describes and compares using physical attributes
   □ Observes using senses
   □ Draws and describes observations

Content (key terms and topics covered):
Human body, health

Learning Activity (Description in Steps)
Abstract (limit 100 characters): This activity teaches the kids about different parts of the body.
Details: We read a book about the human body and talked about the different parts we had read about. The importance of bones is to hold our bodies together and was emphasized while constructing the skeletons. 14 Q-tips were placed in a plastic bag along with a circle for the head. The kids were given a piece of construction paper and were supposed to make a skeleton like the one displayed on the board.

Materials Needed (Type and Quantity):
Zip-loc baggies
Q-tips
Construction paper
Glue
White paper cut into circles
Book about the human body

Notes and Tips (suggested changes, alternative methods, cautions):
Sources/References:
1)
2)
3)